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ABSTRACT

Using the third floor of the University of Arizona Main Library as a model, this project

aimed to identify energy efficiency measures, design strategies to improve occupant

comfort, and modernizing library spaces for current functionality. The project

identified eight Energy Conservation Recommendations (ECR's) and fourteen

Architectural Improvement Recommendations (AIR's). More strategies are identified

over the course of this project; however, the following implementations were

determined to be the most pertinent for future designers to consider in a library

retrofit. 

Table 1 - Recommended Strategies List
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Since the digital revolution, libraries have evolved. With nationwide access to the

internet, many people have learned to rely less on the library to gather information.

Rather, the University of Arizona Library and other sites like Google scholar have

completely disrupted the industry by providing many resources online. The gradual

change in library functionality has led to a struggle between modernity and

preserving history, particularly books and other important documents. 

The Main Library is one of the focal points for touring prospective students, and it is a

hub on campus for group and individual study, classrooms, and research assistance. 

For this reason, the university should consider expanding renovations at the Main

Library to include a future retrofit of the third through fifth floors. In this project,

retrofit design strategies are proposed concerning energy efficiency, modern design,

functionality, and occupant comfort. 

This project employs an integrated design method. This means that several specialists

were collaborated with to optimize and best synchronize design strategies.

The University of Arizona Main Library was

opened in 1977¹. The building is the largest

of the university's library system, which

includes three other libraries. The Main

Library receives the most visitors of any

campus building and has the most books

on location, totaling over nine million

copies in the building alone. In 2002, the

first floor underground) was opened¹. A

major renovation in 2018-2020 retrofitted

the first and second floors. This renovation

included upgraded lighting, minimized

book stacks to create open space, and

more engaging materials and spaces. The

building's gross area is 308,129 sq. feet². 

INTRODUCTION

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

BACKGROUND

Figure 1 - Main Library Front Entrance
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Figure 2 - Main Library third floor plans³

The building is divided into three sections known as pods. Below is a floorplan of the

third floor, which closely resembles the fourth and fifth floors as well.  The building is

split into three pods labeled as A, B, or C. Each pod operates using its own

mechanical system to maintain efficiency and effective control of the system. 

Each pod has limited space due to the abundance of book stacks. The third floor will

be the proposed floor for this project and can serve as a model for the fourth and

fifth floors in the future. 

Floorplans
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This audit attempts to complete several pieces of level 1 and 2 energy audits as

defined by ASHRAE; however, this was not a complete level 1 or 2 audit due to

limited resources during renovations and the pandemic

This audit begins by documenting the climate in Tucson and the background of the

buildings and it' use. 

Next, the audit evaluates the mechanical and electrical systems in the building. The

systems evaluated in this audit include HVAC, building automation, lighting, building

envelope, glass, renewable energy, and measurements of environmental conditions

throughout the building. To evaluate conditions, an Infrared (IR) thermometer, IR

camera, lux meters, and ten Onset HOBO® data loggers were used, pictured in

Figure 3.

The audit concludes with a report identifying the key findings from the audit and a

list of ECR's. 

WHY AUDIT?

ENERGY CONSERVATION

AUDIT PROCESS

Buildings account for a significant portion of greenhouse gas emissions worldwide.

Energy audits are an important factor in determining how a building is meant to

operate, how it currently operates, and how it can operate more efficiently in the

future. Before any retrofit designs can be drafted, it is essential to perform an energy

audit to determine the recommended Energy Conservation Recommendations

(ECR's) that should be implemented to improve energy efficiency in the building. 

ECR's are simply methods or materials that a building owner can implement in order to

reduce energy usage while still supplying a comfortable environment for the occupants. 

Unfortunately, this project was not granted access to any utility data or detailed floorplans.

Without past utility data or an understanding of the Electrical and Mechanical systems, a

valid cost-benefit estimate cannot be made. In the future, it is recommended that the

university complete a level 2 or 3 audit before any retrofit design proposals are created. 
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Climate
Tucson, Arizona is located in one of America's hottest climate zones. Temperatures

are regularly over 90°F in the summer and drop to more temperate temperatures in

the winter and spring. Tucson has a dry, desert climate. In this type of climate, it is

essential to design buildings with climate as a focal point of the design. This means

that all evaluations must consider the extreme climate in making recommendations. 

The graph above shows how the temperature varies throughout the day at different

months of the year. The red section represents high temperatures, upwards of 90°F.

In the summer and fall months, as expected, the temperatures rise to extremes.

Throughout the day, the temperature rises to its highest levels in midday and

afternoon. High afternoon temperatures mean that the South and West Facade will

experience extreme direct sunlight for much of the year. 

Figure 4 - Tucson Temperatures Trends ⁵

Figure 5 - Tucson Temperatures Trends by

Month and Time of Day⁶
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HVAC

EXISTING CONDITIONS

BUILDING AUTOMATION & CONTROLS

The Main Library's HVAC system uses

a centralized system for each

individual pod of the building (A, B, &

C) which uses a different air handling

unit (AHU). The air is conditioned

using an air handling unit with a dual

duct system. In common areas, the

ducts around the perimeter are

heated more or cooled more than

central spaces depending on the

temperature. Supply air systems heat

the air using heat pumps which

extract heat from the air or water

running through the system. 

The Main Library's HVAC building

automation controls are throughout

the entire building's HVAC system.

Half of the building uses a Circon®

DDC building control network, while

the other half uses a Siemens® DDC

control network. This split system

causes issues in synchronization, as

well as tracking changes. 

According to the building's HVAC automation manager, the major improvement that

could be made to this system is replacing the current AHU with a more energy-

efficient AHU. The HVAC automation manager did note that this type of replacement

is not an easy installation. Due to the massive size of the AHU's they must be

deconstructed before taken out of the building, which can cost a lot in labor. 

The HVAC automation manager recommends converting the entire system to the

Siemens® DDC network. The images in Figures 6 and 7 are displays created

specifically for University of Arizona Facilities to manage the automation networks

and can be used to visually describe the systems to university administrators.  

Figure 6 - Visual Display Climate Control

Automation System

Figure 7 - Visual Display Climate Control

Automation System
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LIGHTING

The above pictures, Figures 8 and 9, show the Main Library study rooms' lighting on

the left and the Health Sciences Innovation Building (HSIB) on the right. The below

picture is of a hallway in those buildings, respectively.  HSIB was recently constructed

and used entirely LED lighting. The Main Library uses a combination of fluorescent

and LED lighting. According to a study in the World Science Journal, Light-emitting

diode (LED) lamps are more effective than incandescent and CFL bulbs and have a

longer lifetime while providing similar luminous" ⁷. A majority of the lighting in the

Main Library is centrally controlled rather than occupant controlled. 

While simply recommending a complete LED conversion seems like a straightforward

answer to this mixed lighting issue, the costs of ballast replacements for the lighting

can be cause for concern financially. One of the building's facilities managers says

that despite those costs, the facilities management is concerned with long-term

energy and cost-saving rather than being concerned with the smaller upfront ballast

costs. 

Figure 8 - Fluorescent lighting in Main

Library Study Rooms

Figure 9 - LED lighting in HSIB

Figure 10 - Overhead Hallway

Lighting in Main Library

Figure 11 - Ambient Hallway Lighting in

HSIB
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apply to all of the upper floors as their use and layout are generally the same. The

six-story structure uses exposed aggregate concrete masonry on its facade, with

primarily single-pane windows. The corner common spaces are passively shaded

glazing using vertical and horizontal extrusions. The roof is a white-colored building

membrane meant to provide extra roof protection and reduce the thermal load onto

the building. Aerial thermal images could better evaluate the performance of this

membrane in the future. 

The exterior walls seem to have the following composition: a layer of think aggregate

concrete and interior drywall only. Infrared photos, in Figures 13 and 14, of the walls

found that this material is effective for retaining indoor temperatures. In the photos

below, it can be seen that the surface of the masonry that is in direct sunlight heats

significantly less than the glazing. When the interior walls were evaluated, both

drywall and exposed concrete were cool and helped reduce the amount of cold air

needed in that space. The glazing does not have the same temperature retention

properties and those areas are more variable in their need for heating and cooling  

BUILDING ENVELOPE

The Main Library is a six-floor building

with one floor underground that is

connected to the Integrated Learning

center; the sixth floor is only for

facilities management.  The first

(underground) and second floors were

recently retrofitted. This project is only

analyzing and proposing

recommendations for the third floor;

however,  the recommendations could 

66.2° F

87.8° F

77°F° F

105° F

Figure 12 - East Facing Facade of Pod 3A

Figure 13 - Infrared Picture of East Facade

in Direct Sunlight 

Figure 14 - Infrared Picture of East

Facade in Direct Sunlight from Indoors
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The Main Library has communal spaces in several pod corners. Because these corner

spaces have high glazing, they are often exposed to direct sunlight. The following

graphs display the environmental changes in these spaces. Measurements were

taken using HOBO data loggers throughout one school week in March. 

Environmental measurements found that the corner spaces do have high variability in

their indoor conditions because of the intense direct sunlight on glazing during

certain hours. Section 3A, exposed to afternoon radiation is hotter and less humid

than other spaces. The North-East corner has a brief time of high glare that may

disrupt work.

Figure 15 - Temperature Changes in Common Spaces

Figure 16 - Humidity Changes in Common Spaces

Figure 17 - Light Intensity Changes in Common Spaces
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One potential solution to the heat retention issue with exterior glazing could be a

smart glass replacement in the corner spaces, which are typically the most used

areas and the most affected by the poor glass performance. The current glass is a

tinted single-pane window. The tint might help somewhat, but the data shows it is

only moderately effective in direct sunlight.

Smart glass, specifically the electrochromic glass from Sage Glass®, shown in

Figures 18 and 19, could improve window energy efficiency. HSIB has sage glass

installed on their eastward-facing office space glazing. A weekend data logging

analysis found the results to be that Sage Glass has a moderate effect with some

major drawbacks that should be considered before implementation. Below we can

see that spaces near the windows still were affected more by the window's

temperature retention than the central spaces. Below, in Figures 20 and 21, are two

struggles that the employees have noted in this space.  Ther is a battle between

retaining the view in the morning and blocking the morning eastward sun in its most

intense hours. One of the employees found the glare to be so intense that they have

created a makeshift tint in their office space to block light. 

Figure 18 - Sage Glass in Low Light Figure 19 - Sage Glass in Direct Sunlight

Figure 20 - Makeshift Shading in High

Glare Office Space

Figure 21 - Instructions for Employees to

Use Smart Glass
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Several environmental data logging measurements were taken over the course of this

study. HSIB was analyzed to find the efficacy of their newer design strategies. One

of the strategies analyzed was smart electrochromic glass from Sage Glass.  Sage

glass automatically responds to the light levels onto the glass. Depending on the

programming of these windows, they can darken to barely visible levels at a high

light intensity and become mostly clear at low-intensity times. The areas analyzed in

the HSIB building were a large common area, an interior glass study room facing

windows, and two office cubicles near the electrochromic glass; the office cubicles

are adjacent to one another, with one on the exterior side and one on the interior.  

The graphs show that in the early

morning the exterior office space has

lower temperatures than the inner

and higher temperatures as the day

goes on. This signifies a lack of

performance for the Sage Glass.

However, this differential temperature

was only 3° F, keeping both spaces

within the human thermal comfort 

zone and still reducing cooling necessity. One cheaper alternative is to use the

standard roller shades pictured. While measurements were not taken, the space felt

cool and comfortable, but all view was removed. These types of blinds can be

electric and automated in the same ways that smart glass is using sensors. 

Figure 23 - Light Intensity Changes in HSIB Spaces

Figures 24 & 25- Roller Blinds

Figure 22 - Temperature Changes in HSIB Spaces
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Energy Conservation Recommendations (ECR) 

Existing Condition: Insufficient Daylighting

Daylighting in portions of the third floor is minimal and electric lighting is often used during

daytime hours. This increases utility costs. 

Recommendation: Create open spaces where materials can easily diffuse light.

Additionally, use materials with some reflectance, but not enough to cause glare. 

ECR 1

Existing Condition: Aging Air Handling Unit (AHU)

The Main library AHU's are aging and have been recommended for replacement in the next

decade by facilities management

Recommendation: Install an upgraded AHU with greater energy efficiency and the ability

to control a larger heating/cooling load.  

ECR 2

Existing Condition: Lack of Variable Occupant Temperature Regulation

Small spaces like study rooms are unable to regulate the temperature in individual spaces

and instead are controlled by central thermostats. 

Recommendation: Install variable dampers in study rooms that can be controlled by the

occupant. Allow the occupant to choose a temperature in a reasonable range. 

ECR 3

Existing Condition: Two Separate automation Systems

The Main Library uses two automation DDS Networks, Siemens and Circon. This causes

inefficiencies in monitoring systems, and it is more difficult for facilities management to

maintenance.

Recommendation: Upgrade the entire automation system to only Siemens DDS Network in

order to synchronize climate controls in the facility. 

ECR 4
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Existing Condition: Inefficient Lighting

Lighting in the Main Library is a combination of LED and fluorescent lighting. Fluorescent

lighting is not as energy efficient as LED lighting. 

Recommendation: Replace all fluorescent fixtures and ballasts with LED fixtures and

ballasts. Retrofitting ballasts can be expensive in materials and labor, but lifetime cost

savings will likely outweigh the initial investment. 

ECR 5

Existing Condition: Poor Temperature Regulation in East Facing Corners of Pod 3C and 3B

Space rises in temperature during morning hours with direct sunlight, additionally, morning

glare disrupts the space.

Recommendation: Retrofit exterior corner glass with electrochromic smart glass. The high-

intensity light is only in these spaces in the morning, so smart glass will allow for clear

outside views during the day.

ECR 6

Existing Condition: High Afternoon Temperatures in West Facing Spaces

West-facing corner spaces and exposed windows receive significant amounts of afternoon

radiation. This causes a severe draw to cooling loads in the building. 

Recommendation: Install (and reuse) roller blinds onto West facing glazing. Retrofit the

roller shades to be manually controlled or automated using exterior light/temperature

sensors to optimize daylighting and shading. 

ECR 7

Existing Condition: No On-site Renewable Energy

There is no renewable energy produced at the Main Library. This leaves all of the library's

power to be drawn from expensive utilities. 

Recommendation: Install rooftop and building-integrated photovoltaics with micro-

inverters, as well as small-scale rooftop wind power generators. Additionally, on-site battery

storage can help minimize grid dependency further by providing renewable power at peak

hours or when renewable energy isn't available. 

ECR 8
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Architectural Improvement Recommendations (AIR's) have been proposed with the

goal of improving the student or staff experience in libraries. The strategies identified

aim to improve occupant comfort, accessibility, and engagement with the building. 

Below, in Figure 26, we see the major factors that dictate wellbeing and

performance. Physiological and psychological responses have the ability to promote

focus or distraction depending on the type of responses¹⁰.

SECTION INTRODUCTION

ARCHITECTURAL IMPROVEMENTS

Physiological Psychological/Social

Environmental

Figure 26 - Factors that dictate human wellbeing¹⁰
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OCCUPANT PREFERENCES

Several methods were used in this project to assess both occupant preferences and

human comfort in the library. Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected and

analyzed. Data was collected in the following ways: 

Survey: One survey was sent to University of Arizona students. The survey was aiming to

identify why students choose the study spaces they do, what they like about the current

library facility, and what kind of furniture or interior design students prefer. Minimal

responses make this data somewhat invalid for making concrete recommendations;

however, this survey could serve as a model for future study surveys, and it gives the

designers a basic idea of where some students stand on their design preferences.  

Interviews/Conversations: Several students and staff were interviewed regarding their

experiences in the library and how they think the building's interior design could be

improved,  People contacted included several staff workers/librarians on the third floor

of the Main Library, 1 staff member in HSIB, the person tasked with managing book

minimization, several energy professionals, two architecture professionals, an ASU

librarian, a wheelchair user, and several individuals touring Biosphere 2 atrium room.  

Environmental Measurements: Environmental measurements for humidity,

temperature, and light intensity were collected by devices called Onset HOBO data

loggers. The range of measurement time varied between a few hours and one week.

Acoustic measurements were logged using an iPhone decimeter app.

Observations: When quantitative data could not be collected, subjective observations

were made regarding the physical comfort of spaces in the Main Library,  HSIB, and

other spaces like the atrium in Biosphere 2.

Library User and Book/Document Circulation Data: The university library's IT

department provided several databases of both library user and book circulation data⁹.
This data was collected 2018-2019 before renovations and Covid. The data was

collected using sensors at entry points, historical room reservations, and book circulation

records. 

This project aimed to identify strategies to improve human comfort and performance in

the Main Library. By understanding what students already prefer about the library and

what features they would like to see, the designers can increase the likelihood that

spaces are used and improve the performance of workers or students in these spaces. 

METHODOLOGY
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WHERE DO STUDENTS STUDY?

The graphic above shows the total study reservation count in the 2018-2019 school

year for individual study rooms on the third floor. The study rooms on the East end of

the building in pod 3A are the most reserved. This could be because these rooms are

labeled "quiet study rooms." In the coming acoustic section, it is clear why this is not

actually a quiet space. Two staff members working temporarily in these rooms in East

3A felt that sound and air ventilation were their primary dislikes about the rooms. 

Below we can see other factors that affect where students choose to work.

Responses with the highest frequency were access to power outlets, private space,

sound reduction, and access to daylight. 

Figure 7 - Main Library Floor 3⁸ Room Reservation Counts⁹

Figures 28- Survey responses regarding

interior design 
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Occupant comfort should be one of the primary considerations in designing a

building retrofit. Designers should always be looking for ways to improve the comfort

of the people that use the building¹⁰. In a conversation with the university's energy

manager, it was noted that there is a push and pull between energy conservation

and maintaining human comfort. For example, the most energy-efficient facade

would be completely masonry with no windows. The issue is that visual comfort for

the occupants has been overlooked.  According to the U.S. General Services

Administration, "The indoor environment of an office facility is affected by a

combination of conditions: thermal (temperature and humidity), lighting (amount,

type, and color), acoustics (noise and volume), ventilation (air content and quality)¹¹.
Other considerations of human comfort indoors include visual, spatial, controllability,

and wheelchair accessibility.

The environmental conditions of spaces have both psychological and physiological

effects on the occupant. One study found that the effects of environmental

conditions in workspaces directly may affect two aspects of the physiological stress

response: circadian variations in HRV and the morning rise in cortisol¹². These

changes in the body and mind of an individual could reduce working performance

and quality of work in those using the space¹³. 

WHAT IS OCCUPANT COMFORT?

Electric Lighting (luminous) 

HVAC and Natural Ventilation
allows fresh, cool air

Daylight (luminous)

Carbon Dioxide
from breath

builds without
ventilation

Direct Sunlight causes
thermal gain for room or skin

Visual Senses - 
outdoor views, paint colors and
circadian rhythm, pupil dilation

(photometric response)

Indoor Air
Temperature

Heart Rate, Sweat, Body
Temperature

(physiological response)

Brain
(psychological response)

Furniture 
 Ergonomics and

Orientation

Room
Dimensions

Ventilation
removes

CO2

Occupancy
Control

Figures 29 - Environmental factors in

workspaces
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THERMAL COMFORT
The survey found that thermal comfort for occupants is one of the top three

factors that university students consider when choosing a study space. Therefore

it is imperative that study spaces, both common areas and study rooms, maintain

comfortable temperatures throughout the day and especially during times of high

thermal loads onto the building. 

The environmental data suggests that spaces most

exposed to direct sunlight are about 4°F hotter than

spaces that do not receive direct radiation, despite

all rooms and spaces being exterior. This data also

suggests that spaces receiving afternoon direct

sunlight are more affected by the thermal load than

spaces that receive morning direct sunlight. This is

explained by the previous climate graph indicating

hotter afternoon temperatures in Tucson. Generally,

these rooms remain within the indoor comfort zones

of people. However, consistency of temperature

across the library is lacking and needs to be

addressed in future retrofits. It should also be noted

that these measurements were taken in unoccupied

spaces with less cooling output. This means

temperatures would likely rise with occupancy and

rely more on mechanical cooling in warm months. 

Figures 31 - Temperature Changes in Main Library Common Spaces

Figures 30 - Temperature changes in Main Library Study Rooms

Figures 32- IR picture of study room

with window exposed to direct

sunlight

90.5° F
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According to the survey distributed, most

students considered access to daylight as

one of their top factors in choosing a

workspace. According to one study, "daylight

has many particular benefits including

excellent visual performance, permitting

good eyesight, effective entrain of the

circadian rhythm system, as well as a number

of acute non-image-forming effects and the

role of vitamin D production" The same study

found that daylight allows the eye to have

VISUAL COMFORT

The eye perceives light and scenery to affect both psychological and physiological

responses in the human body. Designers need to consider the visual comfort of the

building's occupants. Visual comfort is comprised of many factors, some of which

include access to daylight, luminosity, light quality, and views of outside space

(biophilia). Visual performance is "defined as the speed and accuracy of processing

visual information"¹⁴ and this is typically a result of lighting.

superior color rendering than electric light"¹⁴. The study explains that daylight affects

a person's sleep quality, health, mood, and cognitive abilities¹⁴. The image below is

provided by a study to show how the light hits the retina and affects brain responses

that control psychological and physiological well-being in people¹⁵. Future library

design needs to account for widespread access to daylight. Increasing daylighting in

spaces both improve student health and performance, as well as the added benefit

of energy savings. 

Daylighting

Figure 34 - How Light Influences Brain Activity¹⁵

Figures 33 - Daylighting in 

Main Library Common Space  
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Several students surveyed and interviewed expressed strong opposition to working in

high daylighting. These students expressed favorability in electric lighting, even

during daytime hours. It is important for designers to note this group and not assume

all students want to work in high-daylight rooms. 

Electric light comes in many different types and sizes. Currently, the Main Library uses

both LED and fluorescent lighting. Previously named ECR's recommended LED

lighting. LED lighting is easily controllable and is effective for manipulating light

quality, intensity, and color. 

Two students that prefer electric light were interviewed about their preferences. Both

students claimed the white-colored light, rather than yellow, promotes productivity

for themselves. Both students also expressed the value of controllability in lighting. 

Electric Lighting

The Main Library, in its current state, does not employ many built-in task or ambient

lighting. Rather, each room uses primary overhead lighting to illuminate to

recommended light levels. At the same time, all lighting in the building reached

nighttime electric lighting illuminance standards of the National Optical Astronomy (8

NOAO). Pictured above and below is ambient and task lighting that can be manually

dimmed by the occupant or staff.

Figure 35 - Controllable LED lighting in HSIB study rooms

Figure 36 - Ambient hallway lighting in HSIB
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Biophilia and Outside Views

The above picture shows students in Biosphere 2's atrium. The atrium was humid and

warm but allows visitors to enter a space that feels outdoors. The students and other

visitors to the facility were asked how they would feel about studying in this

environment, barring humidity and temperature levels. Seven of ten respondents

agreed that space provided a positive experience for them and they would in fact

feel inclined to work in this type of space if the temperature were in a more

comfortable zone. The respondents were also asked if they had preferred outdoor

workspaces on campus. Some responses included Meinel Building patio, Underwood

Garden in CAPLA, and several locations in ENRII. 

Biophilia is a hypothesis from Edward

Willard which suggests that there is a

connection between outside views or

naturalistic surroundings and physical and

mental health. The hypothesis claims that

"as a consequence of evolution, humans

have an innate tendency to focus on life

and lifelike processes"¹⁶. Most people 

that work indoor jobs spend approximately 90% of their lives indoors¹⁰. One study

aims to evaluate this hypothesis found that human evolution may confirm the

legitimacy of the hypothesis. Survival emotions from early human evolution have

"failed to develop in response to modern life-threatening stimuli can be explained by

the extremely rapid process of change and progress that has occurred post World

War II and continues at an ever increasingly rapid pace," and that continuing modern

work practices could lead to the "beginnings of significant adverse outcomes for the

human psyche"¹⁷. Designers should include integrating flora and outside views when

considering design strategies.

Figure 38 - Students evaluating Biosphere 2's Atrium

Figure 37 - Outdoor Patio at HSIB
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CONTROLLABILTIY

One additional consideration in controllability is how students can reserve space.

Currently, there is a semi-flawed online reservation system. On this site, students can

see which rooms are available during certain times. Limited information regarding the

study space is available including type, room number, location, and the number of

shelves. There is an image of a study room; however, the same image is given for all

of the same room types. An improved system would provide the student with more

information regarding the room, specifically adding pictures and details regarding

sound privacy. Another consideration for future designers would be to include

availability graphics outside of reservable rooms. By doing this, students can

circumvent the online reservation and use a room until reservation times.

Occupant comfort is influenced by an individual or group that can control their

environment to their optimal preferences. Some ways that occupants could

control their environment to improve comfort are airflow, lighting, sound, privacy,

or environmental conditions including temperature and humidity¹¹. 

If possible, individual spaces like study rooms should have a control that can

specifically control localized mechanical and electric ouputs like thermostats,

diffuser flow rate in small spaces, and mechanically operated windows. 

 

To the right, in Figure 39, is a product called

switchable privacy glass. The glassworks in the

same way that previously mentioned

electrochromic smart glassworks, by using a special

glass laminate that responds to electrical current

by fogging the glass. This allows occupants to work

in the proposed glass study rooms with the ability to

have privacy at all times¹⁸. Additionally, the survey

found that access to power was the highest priority

for students in finding workspaces. Power outlets

are limited and it is recommended to increase

access to receptacles to every workspace.  
Figure 39 - Privacy Glass¹⁸

Figure 40 - Digital screens outside of reservable rooms in HSIB
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Acoustic Comfort

held online, and students may be inclined to

watch these lectures in reserved study rooms..

Students can be self-conscious of intruding on

other sound privacy or will have their own

speech or sound privacy intruded. According to

U.S. General Services Administration, acoustical

comfort "is achieved when the workplace

provides appropriate acoustical support for

interaction, confidentiality, and concentrative

work"¹⁹.

Proper office acoustics are essential to high-performing workspaces. According to

the survey, sound reduction is a significant factor for many students in choosing

workspaces. Sound reduction in spaces provides workers or students with essential

peace of mind to get valuable work done. Speech privacy is also an issue of concern

in designing comfortable workspaces. In the age of online school, many lectures are

Many newer buildings on campus have been incorporating glass-doored study

rooms. These rooms are very popular with students and regularly used in buildings

like HSIB. Some students travel to the HSIB just to use these rooms.  Passing-by

students were asked about their experiences in the rooms. Most students

expressed fantastic reviews of the glass, most noting that it makes rooms feel

much larger. Students' and staffs' primary complaints in the HSIB glass rooms

were lack of sound and speech privacy. To test the extent of these sound issues,

decibel measurements were taken in a glass room with a group of women talking

moderately loud in the adjacent glass room, meaning about 10 feet and two glass

walls were between the group and the recording device. The graph above shows

audio levels in the room over one hour. The experiment found that at some points

sound levels in the room were near 70 decibels. 60 decibels would signify nearby

conversation which indicates lacking sound reduction in the glass rooms. 

Figure 41 - Glass room in HSIB

Figure 42 - Sound levels in adjacent glass rooms during conversation
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In the Main Library pod 3A, the block of study rooms are

labelled as "quiet study rooms". Several of the staff that

temporarily use the rooms were asked about their

acoustic experience in these rooms while they

temporarily were assigned to them during Covid. One

staff member said the library should rebrand the study

rooms because they are not in fact acoustically

comfortable. An audio test was also conducted on

these rooms. 

The main library study room provided additional sound and speech privacy compared

to HSIB glass rooms. However, the results still indicated that these rooms are severely

lacking in providing sound protection. Sadly, these rooms are meant to be private

and sound-reducing. When students reserve these rooms and find them to in fact not

reduce outside sounds it can be disappointing and affect their performance 

It is recommended that designers consider dedicating a block of study rooms and

common spaces to being truly sound private. 

Figure 43 - Standard Main

Library Study Room

Figure 44 - Sound levels in adjacent Main Library study rooms during conversation

Figure 45 - Sound levels in adjacent Main Library study rooms with furniture moving outside
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The architects that designed HSIB had an understanding of the acoustic

consequences when most of the building uses low-absorbing materials like glass and

metal. The result of using these materials is echoing sounds that can completely

change the sound comfort of an entire building. Micro-fiber sound absorption

devices can be found around the entire building in both private spaces and common

areas. 

Microfiber is a petroleum-based material that is used in a variety of industries due to

the unique and very effective qualities of the material. Microfiber wall panels,

partition walls, and study room walls have all been implemented in the new HSIB

building shown in Figure 47. Due to the building's hard walls and glass rooms, sound

privacy and echo are serious issues that could compromise the work quality of

occupants. 

This proposal recommends implementing similar panels in all rooms, additionally, it is

recommended to remove drop ceilings in exchange for the microfiber surfaces

pictured above in Figure 46. 

Figure 46 - Microfiber wall and ceiling laced cover for sound dampening

Figure 47 - Microfiber pads and partition walls
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WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY

28" minimum

19" minimum

Between
28" minimum
34" maximum

Public sector architecture has consistently implemented wheelchair accessibility

recommendations from the ADA. Private sector buildings have adopted the

recommendations far less and lacking enforcement means that the built environment

is not socially sustainable because a large demographic in our society cannot access

so many spaces. The University of Arizona Main Library was built in 1973, well before

the ADA. For this reason, the highest priority in the proposed retrofit needs to aim for

total inclusivity for all students on campus. 

One university student who is a wheelchair user was interviewed about their

experience on campus and their recommendations for improving accessibility. One of

the major considerations that he makes is table height. As seen in the above pictures,

the Main Library lacks accessibility in many ways. A survey of the third floor found that

90% of all tables on the floor did not meet ADA recommendations for table

dimensions shown in Figure 49.²⁰ Additionally, most books stack did not meet the

width of wheelchairs. In a future retrofit, a complete furniture overhaul must take

place to provide options for wheelchair users in every space. 

The student went on to note that spatial

factors also play a role in finding a

suitable place to work, including open

space and entrances to rooms. It is vital

for future designers to consider this

because, without inclusivity in building

design, many students cannot

experience spaces that might be

accommodating outside of accessibility

like high daylight areas.

In the history of architecture,

accessibility has been overlooked in

design in the vast majority of

buildings. Despite the ADA being

enacted just over 30 years ago, many

American buildings still lack

accessibility. Lacking accessibility for

wheelchair users can be detrimental

to their academic and professional

success. 
Figure 48 - Furniture in the library falls 

short of ADA guidelines

Figure 49 - ADA table and chair guidelines
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BOOK MINIMIZATION

The digital revolution brought rise to the internet; by the 2000s online industry saw

exponential increases in availability and the range of uses that the internet could

provide to anyone. Historically, libraries have been used as a hub of information. The

university's millions of books once provided the only sources of information to

students in past decades. Now the internet has proven to be superior in its efficiency

in gathering information and resources. As the necessity for physical books is brought

into question, many architects and university administrations have already begun

minimizing their collections to open up floor space in their facilities.

The University of Arizona recently undertook a book minimization project in order to

clear the second floor. Previously several book stacks lined the center of a large

room. In the renovation, these books tacks were removed and a new staircase to the

underground was created. 

Several library staff members were interviewed about their experience during this

process. One staff member, Dan Barkley, is an experienced government document

librarian who was pulled out of retirement to start planning future book minimization

through moving or digitization. According to Mr. Barkley, digitization efforts can be

problematic due to current licensing issues. Google has been building the world's

largest digitization library; however, this library is not accessible to all. Librarians who

were interviewed expressed interest in open sourcing materials in the future. There

are currently several organizations devoted to collecting documents and books

deemed historically significant by experts like Dan. Assuming this project could come

to fruition within a decade, it is recommended that the university more aggressively

plans for book minimization. 

Figure 50 - Current Book Stacks at Main

Library

Figure 51 - Renovation removed book stack

for the staircase to ILC
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Arizona State University recently renovated its primary library, Hayden Library, on their

Tempe campus. An email interview was conducted with an ASU librarian that led the

project to move the vast majority of the facility's book to an offsite storage location

where titles can be quickly moved to campus for loans. 

In the ASU project, librarians were excited to implement new types of curated

sections of the library. Rather than students being lost in millions of research dense

books, curations shown below in Figure 53 can be found. The picture shown is a

display created by Native-American organizations on campus to promote resources

that engage students and educate them about the organization's goals or values.  

Similar concepts of student engagement have already been applied to other buildings

on campus. In Figure 52, the staircase from the recent Main Library Renovations

doubles as a lecture of seating area with access to power. Figure 54 is one of the

many historical displays within the Meinel Optical Sciences Building, an award-

winning building that doubles as a museum.  The third floor, pod 3A, of the Main

Library is for government documents and international newspapers shown in Figure

55. Dan Barkley toured through these documents identifying fascinating government

documents ranging from Presidential Daily Summaries to manuscripts for Army

weapons specifications. Most students do not even realize the potential engagement

from these resources. It is recommended that design considerations include engaging

students with significant, curated materials.  

Figure 52 - Renovated stairs double as

lecture space

Figure 53 - Curated collection at ASU

Hayden Library

Figure 55 - International newspaper

collection in the Main Library

Figure 54 - Museum pieces in Meinel
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INTERIORS

From survey results, 100% of student respondents claimed they would be more

inclined to use glass-walled study spaces from HSIB than current Main Library study

rooms, strictly considering the wall type. Students were not informed of the

established lack of sound privacy in these rooms. Following up with one of these

students who favored the glass rooms found that preference comes from the illusion

of space that glass rooms provide, as well as the massively increased levels of

daylight.  The student went on to note that privacy was a small concern for them

during individual work. 

It is recommended that future designers consider converting a majority of study

space in the Main Library to glass-walled rooms, with several of them using

occupant-controlled privacy glass. However, the recommendation is to dedicate part

of the library to non-glass rooms with high sound dampening qualities. The proposal

will suggest dedicating pod 3C to bing a truly "quiet" zone using closed wall study

spaces and other strategies that library users adverse to the glass rooms might use.  

WALL TYPE

Figure 56 - Glass room in HSIB Figure 57 - Standard room in Main Library
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Furniture

HSIB, built recently, has several unique pieces of furniture inside. Many pieces use

fabric. Many of these chairs were exposed to direct sunlight, and observationally,

those chairs seemed to be avoided. Further evaluation of these fabric chairs was

conducted by taking measurements using an IR camera and thermometer. Results

found that when exposed to direct sunlight, the fabric on these seats had surface

temperatures over 100° F, shown in Figure 58. These fluctuations in temperature seem

to drive students out of entire zones of the building. After a day of observations in

HSIB, this study found that there was a migration of sorts through the building. Most

occupancies during the mornings were on the West end, while in the afternoon

occupancy moved to the East. It is recommended that designers consider more

breathable materials, like the chair shown in Figure #, that are more appropriate for

direct sunlight in hot environments. Additionally, if Fabric chairs are used, Travis

Teeter explains that patterned chairs, unlike HSIB furniture, are the easiest for library

staff to maintain.  

While most architectural designers may consider furniture to be an afterthought.

Furniture choice is actually one of the primary factors in human comfort. The Main

Library, currently, uses furniture that staff member, Travis Teetor, has up-cycled from

around campus. Despite the suitable effort to reuse furniture, sadly the vast majority

of tables do not meet ADA guidelines and leave many students unable to access this

space. For that reason, it is likely that the upper library floors need a furniture

overhaul as the recent renovations did. 

Figure 58 - IR photo of fabric chair in direct

sunlight

Figure 59 - Breathable mesh chair

105° F
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The Library User Experience team recently conducted a study regarding library

furniture. Students in the library were asked to quickly draw their ideal study spaces

on campus and describe what factors of those environments make the space

welcoming. The study found that students have a wide range of feelings about

space, furniture, and the ability to work successfully. Several themes emerged from

this study. Students enjoy the long tables available between book stacks on the third

floor, the desire for more access to power outlets, and communal furniture spaces for

group work. Additionally, there was a split between students who preferred nearby

book stacks and those who had no desire to be near books²¹.  

This study brought valuable insight into the furniture preferences of the student

population at the university. Its furniture recommendations should be accounted for

in future renovations and this proposal recommends a future retrofit to include book

stacks in some capacity - such as the previously included book stack designs. 

Figure 60 - Student drawing of ideal study space²¹

Figure 61 - Student drawing of ideal study space²¹
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In Figure 64, the arrow graphics symbolize occupant-controlled desk height.

Implementing several types of mechanical desks can provide students seeking

specific desk height with the comfort and control necessary to focus and produce

quality work. 

This proposal recommends modeling furniture after popular existing furniture around

and working with the User Experience Team to further optimize furniture for comfort

and performance. 

Students were surveyed regarding their furniture preferences workspaces. Despite

many of HSIB's modern furniture styles, the images on this page, Figures 62-64, were

the choices most respondents dealt they would be inclined to work in. Observations

during several weekdays found that a majority of occupants did use the furniture

identified in the survey. On the other hand, the furniture in Figure 65 was generally

not preferred by students and should be avoided in future designs,  It is highly

recommended that future designers work with user experience to find furniture that

students prefer.  

Figure 62 - Cubicle workspace in HSIB Figure 63 - Study room furniture in HSIB

Figure 64 - Recommended mechanical desk Figure 65- Recommendation to not use this

furniture style
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Architectural Improvement Recommendations (AIR) 

Existing Condition: Limited lighting functions

Most lighting in the Main Library comes from overhead lighting. Functional lighting is not

implemented. 

Recommendation: Add additional task and ambient lighting. Task and ambient lighting

lessen the need for overhead electric lighting which typically draws more power since

ceiling lights have to output more illuminance to a larger area.  

AIR 1

Existing Condition: Lacking Outdoor Spaces and Vegetation

The Main Library upper floors are not open to outside air at all, nor is any greenery/flora

present. 

Recommendation: Consider biophilic design throughout the library. Consider an indoor-

outdoor space similar to HSIB's patio. Access to outside views or nature can improve

cognitive performance. 

AIR 2

Existing Condition: Poor Online Reservation System

Students reserving rooms online have limited information about the room and cannot see a

picture of that room. Additionally, students looking for rooms in person cannot see if rooms

are currently reserved or can be used at that moment.

Recommendation: Update the online study room reservation system to include a picture of

the study room and more detailed information about the space, such as wheelchair

accessibility or access to power.  Additionally, digital markers outside of rooms, such as

those in HSIB, should be implemented to cater to student needs.

AIR 3

Existing Condition: Insufficient Distribution of Power Supply Outlets

Because the Main Library was constructed in 1977, the electrical power distribution was

insufficient to supply the scale of portable computers we have today. Students, in large

part,  expressed concern with finding power in the building.  

Recommendation: Install under carpet wiring for surge protectors at every table. Several of

these have been installed with success - they provide added power supply and do not pose

safety hazards for tripping as previous implementations had.   

AIR 4
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Existing Condition: Insufficient Controllability 

Occupants at the Main Library do not have control over spaces like study rooms. Greater

occupant controllability encourages productivity. 

 

Recommendation: Install controls in each study room regulating temperature via dampers,

light intensity or color, and possibly privacy glass for glass rooms.  

AIR 5

Existing Condition: Uncomfortable, Small Study Spaces

The individual study rooms on the upper floors have enclosed, often windowless study rooms

available. 

Recommendation: Retrofit existing rooms to be glass-walled. Glass walls can make an

occupant perceive a room to be larger, which can increase comfort. Additionally, glass

allows daylight or electric light from common spaces to be used inside the room.

AIR 6

Existing Condition: Proposed Glass Rooms Lack Privacy

Small spaces like study rooms are unable to regulate the temperature in individual spaces

and instead are controlled by central thermostats. 

Recommendation: Installing privacy glass on some of the proposed study rooms would

allow occupants to have the benefit of larger space perception with the ability to have

private space. 

AIR 7

Existing Condition: Poor Sound and Speech Privacy in "quiet" study areas

Reservable rooms labeled as quiet rooms were found to be lacking in sound privacy. Phone

calls, outside conversations, and furniture could be clearly heard from the closed room. 

Recommendation: Dedicate one pod of the library to actual quiet sections with added

sound protection measures. In all areas of the library install microfiber pads on walls.

Additionally, removing drop ceilings in exchange for laced fabric ceilings allows for easier

access to mechanical and lighting systems and sound dampening. 

AIR 8
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Existing Condition: Poor Wheelchair Accessibility

Nearly all f the furniture in the library, as well as space between book stacks do not meet the

spatial measurements guidelines from the ADA. 

Recommendation: Replace all non-compliant furniture for accessible furniture that meets

guidelines. Additionally, the removal of book stacks will allow wheelchair users to better

maneuver the library. Additional considerations could be mechanical desks and open

spaces. 

AIR 10

Existing Condition: Lack of Student Engagement with Materials

The Main Library has a vast collection of interesting and significant resources. Unfortunately,

most students will never come across most of these materials as they tend to be lost in the

collection of over 9 million books.  

Recommendation: Replace book stacks with more engaging bookshelves that double as

sectional dividers in the library. Fill these shelves with curated collections of what staff

librarians feel are the most significant books and documents available. Additionally,

museum-style curations, highlighting the history of the university or facilities, could engage

students with materials. 

AIR 11

Existing Condition: Book Stacks Occupy a Majority of Floor Space

Book Stacks take up more than 80% of available floor space on the upper floors. Lack of

space has lead to crowded study areas and lacking functionality for group work.  

Recommendation: Begin making plans for larger book minimization measures. Take into

account the complicated legal and operational processes involved and that minimization

projects could take years to complete. Removing a significant portion of the book stack

expands interior and architectural design opportunities, especially in providing communal or

engaging spaces. 

AIR 9

Existing Condition: Furniture That Is Not Wheelchair Accessible Needs To Be Replaced

Small spaces like study rooms cannot regulate the temperature in individual spaces instead

of central thermostats. 

Recommendation: Avoid furniture that uses textiles with high thermal loads in direct

sunlight. Instead, consider mesh or breathable fabrics.

AIR 12
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CONCLUSIONS
TThis capstone project aimed to identify several strategies recommended for

consideration by designers of campus libraries, specifically the University of Arizona

Main Library upper floors. The report identified 22 design strategies to be proposed.

The strategies are compiled in Table 1. Interdisciplinary research was rooted in

literature reviews, interviews with professionals and students, surveys, and physical

environmental measurements. 

There is an art to balancing human comfort and energy efficiency. A building with

maximum efficiency would yield windowless walls and air-cooling capacity, while a

building intended for the only comfort will rely heavily on HVAC and other

mechanical systems. In integrated design, it is essential to consider that balance.

Integrated design has become a standard, comprehensive process in highly

occupied, sustainable commercial building design.

This study surveyed and interviewed both staff and students at the University of

Arizona Library for their comfort, interior design, and historic preservation

preferences. Both staff and students have a wide range of preferences with a shared

desire for personal controllability and workspace functionality. Some of the factors

that varied among respondents for communal and personal workspaces were spatial,

sound, lighting, furniture type, and books' aesthetic presence. Due to the wide variety

of preferences, the final design reflected three separate large spaces with varying

levels of privacy, function, aesthetics, and ADA Accessibility.

The final strategy recommendations link together all aspects of this research project

to integrate a final design that promotes human comfort, functionality, accessibility,

energy efficiency, historic preservation, and other factors applied to sustainable

building design. The Main Library's third floor has a wide range of environmental

measurements based on location and time of day. Improvements to combat this

would be upgrading the air handling unit, integrating the automation system,

upgrading the lighting system to 100% LED, improved passive shading, smart glass,

and updated air distribution systems, and several other measures that can be taken

to design the best building possible in the future.  
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